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Addendum 
Volume 52, No. 3 (1975) in the article “On the Stabilizability Problem 
in Banach Space,” by Roberto Triggiani, pp. 383-403: 
We wish to add the following remarks: 
1. The definitions of exponential stabilizability, 
0) II SF(~) x0 II G Go@ II x0 II , 6>0, t>o, XoEX, 
and proper exponential stabilizability, 
(ii) II s&l x0 It G eat II x0 II , 6>0, t>o, XoEX, 
for the pair (A, B) are equivalent, and so the attribute “proper” will be 
dropped, as it follows from the principle of uniform boundedness [4] applied 
to the family {e8”SF(t)}, t > 0. (On the other hand, it must be borne in mind 
that if we relax (i) and only require 11 S,(t) x0 1) -+ 0 as t + co for all x0 in X, 
then it may well happen in infinite dimensional spaces that yet 11 s,(t)/\ does 
not converge to zero as t + co. See an example with a bounded F on X = II 
in [2, Example 3.1, p. 4191, where 11 S,(t)ll = 1, t > 0.) Therefore, the con- 
clusions of [l, Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.21 hold in the sense of (ii) above 
on a general Banach space, not only on a Hilbert space as mentioned there. 
This also follows directly from the inequality in [I, p. 396, line 91, after 
noticing that 
and 
II xou II = II pxo II < II p II II x0 II 
II xos II = IIV - 3 x0 II < II 1 - FJ II II x0 II * 
2. The following duality property holds between the concept of expo- 
nential stabilizability and exponential detectability, introduced in [5] and 
of importance in the study of the algebraic Riccati equation [5, 71. 
Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup of bounded opera- 
tors on the Banach space X and let K be a bounded operator from X into a 
Banach space Y. The pair (K, A) is called exponentially detectable in case 
there is a bounded operator G: Y + X, such that the Co-semigroup of 
bounded operators SE(t), t > 0 in X, generated by E = A + GK: X3 D(E) 
= D(A) - X satisfies 
II &2(t) x0 II < cFt II x0 II , 
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for some 6 > 0 and some constant C. In this case we shall also say that 
(K, A) is detected by G. The extension from finite [6] to infinite dimensional 
spaces of the duality between stabilizability and detectability follows. 
THEOREM. Let X be a rejexive @anach space. The pair (A, B) is expo- 
nentially stabilizable on X if and only if the pair (B”, A*) is exponentially 
detectable on X*. Moreover, the bounded operator D: X + U stabilixes (A, B) 
if and only if DC U* -+X* detects (B*, A*) and the exponential decay is the 
same in both cases. 
Proof. Let /j SF(t)/1 < Ce@, t > 0 hold for some 6 > 0, some C, and some 
operator D with F = A + BD. Then the dual operator F* = A* + D*B* 
is the generator of a Cs-semigroup on X* and, moreover, S&t) = 5’,*(t), 
t > 0 [3, Section 1.4; 4, Chap. XIV]. Hence 
II SF*(t)11 = II sF*Wll = II s&II d Ce+, t 3 0, 
and the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
For a general Banach space, not necessarily reflexive, the same conclusion 
holds, provided the dual C,,-semigroup is considered on the space D(A*) 
[3, Section 1.4; 4, Chap. XIV]. 
In view of the above theorem, all the results on exponential stabilizability in 
[l] have a dual counterpart for exponential detectability. 
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